Tracking performance with sinusoidal and irregular targets under different conditions of peripheral feedback.
When studying muscle stretch reflexes with tonic stimuli or making a clinical assessment of muscle tone, it is imperative that the subject does not track the stretch stimulus either consciously or unconsciously. Such tracking contaminates reflex responses with voluntary ones and so invalidates any conclusions reached. Ideally, the stimuli used should be beyond the speed of a person's tracking ability. Both experiments on tonic stretch reflexes and clinical assessment of muscle tone of necessity involve the application of perturbations to the same limb from which a response is to be measured. These perturbations produce different peripheral feedback from the limb, including particularly cutaneous signals but also different Golgi tendon and muscle spindle afference than would occur for similar movements made voluntarily. This combination of peripheral signals resulting from perturbation of a limb is referred to here as perturbational feedback. There is evidence in the literature that subjects can generate voluntary responses to same-limb perturbations within latencies normally accepted for reflexes. Such fast responses might enable faster targets to be tracked voluntarily. In this study the tracking frequency response for the forearm was investigated using sinusoidal and irregular target signals. Perturbations were applied to a manipulandum and the subjects were required to voluntarily track these perturbations under two conditions: (1) where their arm was secured in the manipulandum and therefore they had perturbational feedback of tracking errors and (2) where their tracking arm was not in contact with the manipulandum and they had only visual or kinesthetic feedback of tracking errors. For sinusoidal target inputs, perturbational feedback allowed superior tracking performance. Many subjects could produce good tracking responses at 5 Hz and some as high as 7 Hz. This is a considerably higher frequency than was found when perturbational feedback was not present and greater than has been reported in the literature for all other types of tracking (typically about 2 Hz). In contrast, when irregular signals having power up to 4 Hz were used, perturbational feedback conferred only a marginal advantage on tracking performance. The enhancement of sinusoidal tracking performance by feedback may be due to the fact that cyclic movements can be internally generated by the subject and minimal reference to external cues provided by perturbational feedback can be used to synchronise such self-generated movements with a target. In contrast, this proposed mechanism cannot be used for tracking of irregular targets. Since perturbational feedback did not improve the maximum tracking frequency for irregular targets, there was no evidence for the operation of a shorter latency, same-limb displacement response.